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WHAT MAKES A CHAMPION?

DEDICATION. PERFORMANCE. ACHIEVEMENT.

Strong Dedication: Our expert team is committed to 
building industry-leading buses in durability and safety.

Tried and Tested Performance: We pride ourselves on 
using a 1.5" 16-gage, tube galvanized steel cage on every  

bus, making them some of the safest and most robust buses 
in the industry. Champion was one of the first manufacturers 

to send a cutaway bus to undergo durability testing at the 
Federal Transit Authority’s Altoona, Pennsylvania testing 

facility and we continue to test all buses on a simulated 
Altoona test rack at the manufacturing facility.

Champion Achievements: Champion was the first bus 
manufacturer ever to become QVM (Qualified Vehicle 

Modifier) certified. By using stronger tube for wheelbase 
extension and maintaining the integrity of the drive line, 

the Champion Challenger upholds Ford’s rigorous QVM 
standards, allowing the OEM chassis warranties to be 

honored at local Ford service centers.

BUILT LIKE A CHAMPION ISN’T JUST A MOTTO, 
IT’S OUR PROMISE.

Features such as heated remote mirrors, tinted top T-slider 
windows, track seating, and full underbody undercoating 

come standard on every vehicle. With a multitude of options 
and floorplans we can build a bus as resilient as you are.

The Champion Low Floor Transport® offers equal access, 
comfort, and dignity for all passengers in a vehicle everyone 

can appreciate.  Passengers and operators alike will be 
pleased with the spacious interior cabin and smooth vehicle 

ride. A uniformly-sloped EqualizerRamp and a variety of 
kneeling options are the essence of accessibility. 

Features such as heated remote mirrors, tinted top T-slider 
windows, track seating, and full underbody undercaoating 

come standard on every vehicle. With a mutitude of options 
and floorplans we can build a bus as resilient as you are.

  POPULAR FLOOR PLANS

25' LF Transport
20 Passengers

27' LF Transport
13+3 or 15+2 Passengers

27' LF Transport
13+3 or 19 Passengers

27' LF Transport
17+2 Passengers

 SPECIFICATIONS

*Varies based on options selected.  
**Various passenger/wheelchair configurations available.

Maximum Passenger Capacity

Standard Entrance Door

Overall Height

Overall Length with Bumper

Overall Width with No Mirrors

Wheelbase

GVWR

18

41.5”

0

288"

102”

189"

19,500

21

00”

000”

   312"

000”

  195"

19,500

23

324"

208"

19,500

MODEL   24'   25'   27'

40"

112"

102"

14,500
Champion is constantly improving and reserves  the right to change product   
   specifications without notice.


